Prediction and interpolation for long-range video data involves the complex task of modeling motion trajectories for each visible object, occlusions and disocclusions, as well as appearance changes due to viewpoint and lighting. Optical flow based techniques generalize but are suitable only for short temporal ranges. Many methods opt to project the video frames to a low dimensional latent space, achieving long-range predictions. However, these latent representations are often non-interpretable, and therefore difficult to manipulate. This work poses video prediction and interpolation as unsupervised latent structure inference followed by a temporal prediction in this latent space. The latent representations capture foreground semantics without explicit supervision such as keypoints or poses. Further, as each landmark can be mapped to a coordinate indicating where a semantic part is positioned, we can reliably interpolate within the coordinate domain to achieve predictable motion interpolation. Given an image decoder capable of mapping these landmarks back to the image domain, we are able to achieve high-quality long-range video interpolation and extrapolation by operating on the landmark representation space.
Introduction
Modeling long-range video data involves the complex task of handling motion trajectories for each visible object, occlusions and dis-occlusions, as well appearance changes due to viewpoint and lighting. Common applications include video interpolation and video prediction, which involve inferring unseen frames conditioned on neighboring, or past frames respectively. While short term prediction performance can be achieved through variety of methods, long-term modelling remains an ongoing challenge. We propose a self-supervised pipeline to model long-term video dynamics in a latent, explicit pose representation, requiring only rough object-level bounding boxes for training.
Existing methods can be roughly categorized into two camps: (a) flow-based methods that infer pixel-level linear transformations between frames, and (b) hidden state methods that infer a latent hidden space with possibly non-linear dynamics. While flow-based methods can produce sharp results, they only work well over short temporal ranges and cannot synthesize novel, unseen pixels produced during dis-occlusion. Hidden state approaches on the other hand are capable of longerrange inferences, but tend be domain specific and produce non-interpretable latent encodings, and consequently are difficult to regularize and explicitly manipulate.
In this work, we consider learning a latent representation of K landmark "keypoints," each describing the spatially local appearance and 2D coordinates of a single rigid component. This representation is interpretable, and follows naturally when modeling the dynamics of linked or highly correlated rigid objects in a scene. A straightforward approach to learning object keypoints would be to manually Gaussian is fit to each activation in the pose code. Only a subset of the pose landmarks in Φ pose t are visualized for clarity. Gaussian parameters are fed to an LSTM after covariance matrixes go through Cholesky decomposition which predicts the next pose represenation in Gaussian parameter space (µ k t+2 , Σ k t+2 ). Φ pose t+2 is reconstructed from these parameters and is used to reconstruct the future frame with the Φ app .
label thousands of images before training a supervised model. Although use of supervised keypoints has been explored in prior work [37] , creating large-scale accurate keypoint-level annotation is both difficult and expensive, considering the diversity of everyday objects.
Our work builds upon existing methods for unsupervised landmark identification [9, 18] . These methods learn localized landmarks that activate consistently on the same semantic locations, independent of the class of typical transformations. We extend this body of work by exploring the use of unsupervised landmarks for long-range video frame prediction and interpolation. We demonstrate that a constrained and parameterized representation is both sufficiently expressive and stable to achieve long-range quality estimates for the video prediction task, while also providing intuitive results during interpolation tasks. Our main contributions are as follows:
1. We propose an unsupervised video modeling method that can interpolate and extrapolate over 100 frames into the future while maintaining the structure of the moving foreground object. 2. We improve upon recent work in unsupervised landmark learning using conditional image reconstruction. 3. We demonstrate how to safely manipulate pose representations based on 2D Gaussian heatmaps in both predictive and interpolative settings.
Method
Our method can be broken down into three primary components: an image encoder that projects the image into the factorized pose-appearance space, an image decoder that reconstructs the image from the pose-appearance space, and a temporal dynamics component that predicts how the pose representation changes through time. Overview of the method is shown in Fig. 1 .
Unsupervised Image Factorization
Our method for learning our pose and appearance factorization is based on the unsupervised landmarks learning work proposed by Lorenz et al. [18] . The method separates an input image into an appearance-invariant pose representation and a pose-invariant appearance representation, then attempts to reconstruct the original input image in order to learn landmarks. The network for this method is built from three models: an image to pose encoder, an image to appearance encoder, and an image decoder that attempts to reconstruct the image from the factorized pose and appearance representations.
The goal of the pose encoder Φ pose = Enc pose (x) is to take an input image x and output a set of consistent part activation maps. Critically, we want these part activation maps to be invariant to changes in local appearance, as well as to be consistent across deformations. For example, a heatmap that activates on a person's right hand should be invariant across varying skin tones and lighting conditions, as well track the right hand's location across varying deformations and translations.
The appearance encoder Φ app = Enc app (x; Enc pose (x)) extracts local appearance information, conditioned on the pose-encoder's activation maps. Given an input image x, the pose encoder will first provide K × H × W part activation maps Φ pose . To extract local appearance vectors, the appearance encoder projects the image to a C × H × W appearance feature map M app . We compute the appearance vector for the kth pose activation map as:
, giving us K C-dimensional appearance vectors. Here, each activation map in Φ pose is softmaxnormalized.
Finally, the image decoder attempts to reconstruct the original input image by combining the pose information from the K activation maps with the pooled appearance vectors for each of the K parts. As in [18] , instead of conditioning on the raw softmax-normalized activation pose maps, we instead fit a 2D Gaussian to each activation of the K activation maps by estimating their respective means and covariance matrices. Each part is represented by Φ pose k = (µ k , Σ k ), where µ k ∈ R 2 and Σ k ∈ R 2×2 . The 2D Gaussian approximation is critical to our ability to manipulate our pose representation as it forces each part activation map into a unimodal representation with a simple parameterization.
The pose encoder, shape encoder, and image decoder are jointly trained in a fully self-supervised fashion, using the final image reconstruction task as the only supervision. Again, we roughly follow the training method as detailed in [18] , with some differences in choice of loss functions.
Color jittering and thin-plate-spline (TPS) warping are incorporated into the training pipeline to enforce the pose encoder's appearance invariance and localization properties respectively. Let T c j (x) and T t ps (x) represent color jittering and thin-plate spline warping operations on the input image x respectively. Our training procedure can be expressed as follows:
, where the goal is to minimize the reconstruction loss between the original input x and the reconstructionx. As can be seen, neither the shape encoder nor the appearance encoder are ever given access to the un-perturbed target x. The pose information feeding into the image decoder Dec(·, ·) is based on the color-jittered input image, where only the local appearance information is perturbed. The appearance information is computed from a thin-plate-spline warped version of the input image, where the pose information is perturbed. Furthermore, as the shape encoder is also executed on the TPS-warped input image, it needs to localize the same corresponding locations in their new warped coordinates in order for the correct appearance information to be captured.
As presented in [9, 18] , we also use the existing motion in the video data as a source of pose perturbation. Specifically, in addition to the T c j (x) -T t ps (x) pairing, we also include an additional pairing where the T t ps is replaced by sampling a random video frame between 3 and 60 frames away from the current frame x (referred to as T temp (x)).
Image Decoder and Reconstruction Losses
Our image decoder and losses differ from those of Lorenz et al. [18] . Our image decoder is inspired from the architecture proposed in SPADE [23] . In SPADE, semantic maps are used to predict spatially-aware affine transformation parameters for normalization schemes such as InstanceNorm. Herein, we project the 2D Gaussian parameters from Φ pose to a heatmap of the target output width and height to use as semantic maps in the SPADE architecture. Following [18] , we use the formula:
, where s(k, l) is the heatmap value for part map k at coordinate location l.
For losses, we use a VGG perceptual-loss similar to the one used by Jakab et al. [9] with pre-trained ImageNet weights, combined with an adversarial loss to improve realism and a standard pixel-level mean square error loss. Our reconstruction loss is expressed as follows:
Detailed formulations are available in the appendix.
Interpolating Unsupervised Pose Representations
Since our unsupervised landmarks-based pose representation can be explicitly interpreted as localized part labels, it is natural to manipulate and interpolate within this space. However, we need to be careful to ensure that the covariance matrix for each landmark remains positive definite throughout any manipulation. This can be done in many parameterizations: directly in the covariance parameters, or indirectly in the parameters of the Cholesky decomposition, or the angle and magnitude of the principal components, or even along an optimal transport as a Wasserstein Barycenter [3] . It is worth noting that owing to the wide variety of possible projected deformations, none of these methods dominate in all conditions.
In this work, we utilize the parameters of the Cholesky decomposition because they are both easy to compute, and guarantee covariance validity in both interpolation and extrapolation paradigms. The Cholesky decomposition of each covariance matrix is the unique matrix
where L k is a lower-triangular. In the case of our 2-dimensional keypoints, this results in three scalars (two positive, one unconstrained) which uniquely parameterize the covariance of each keypoint. When coupled with two dimensional mean µ k , these five parameters form a state vector for keypoint k at timestep t. Interpolation is done linearly: We use an LSTM to model the non-linear temporal dynamics of the pose representation [8] . As in the case of interpolation, care must be taken to maintain positive definite covariance matrices during prediction. Thus we use the parameters of the Cholesky decomposition of the covariance matrices as the prediction targets. In practice, the LSTM may produce an estimate for L which is not a valid Cholesky factor, but even this case will still produce a valid covariance matrix when LL T is computed.
Extrapolating Unsupervised Pose Representations
An illustration of our LSTM setup is depicted in Fig.2 . In addition to the Cholesky parameterization, we also found that predicting the residual during extrapolation, rather than the state directly, was important to robust long term predictions. This state residual (aka error state in control literature [19] ) is well known to improve estimation performance in a variety of tasks with non-linear dynamics. In addition to maintaining an unconstrained gradient path stretching far into the past, the error-state also induces our model to learn local deformations of the state, which are easier to learn as a result of being small, and nearly linear. In practice. this helped improve both training performance and generalization. At each time-step, the LSTM takes a concatenation of the previous state and state residual to predict the next state residual.
Experiments
Our experiments evaluate the interpolability of our unsupervised pose representation, as well as our model's ability to extrapolate far into the future.
Datasets. We test our method on three video sequence datasets: BBC Pose [2] , BAIR Push [7] , and KTH Action [15] datasets. For each dataset, we first train our encoders and decoder on individual image frames. For video prediction, we separately project training video sequences into the latent pose representation, then train an LSTM to model the temporal dynamics of the pose representation Table 1 : Evaluation unsupervised pose representation on the BBC keypoint evaluation task. Our implementation outperforms that of [18] by incorporating SPADE normalization.
BBC Pose accuracy best supervised Charles [2] 79.9% Pfister [24] 88.0% unsupervised Jakab [9] 68.4% Lorenz [18] 74.5% Ours (Lorenz) 74.2% ± 1.6 75.7% Ours (+spade) 75.0% ± 0.9 76.1% across time, one per dataset, and do not condition on action labels. Please refer to Appendix for further details.
Metrics. Evaluating the quality of long sequences is inherently difficult, as the number of valid sequences grows exponentially with length, and the reference is only one of many valid outcomes. While we include image quality metrics such as PSNR and SSIM for completeness, we note that their relevance decreases as the predicted trajectory diverges from the reference.
We also include a metric based on the cosine distance of pre-trained CNN features, which has been found to correlate better with human perception than SSIM and PSNR. We use the LPIPS v0.1 metric implementation provided by [43, 42] . Because we are already using the VGG model for our training loss, we report the LPIPS metric using both VGG and AlexNet features. Further, we are interested in how well each model maintains the videos' structural integrity over long predictions, thus we use the LPIPS metrics to identify worst-case video sequences to compare qualitatively.
BBC Pose Dataset
The BBC Pose dataset contains 20 video sequences featuring 9 unique sign language interpreters. Individual frames are annotated with keypoint annotations for the signer. The train and validation splits feature 5 of the signers across 5 train and 5 validation videos. For inference, we initialize our LSTM with 2 frames and use the appearance information from the 2nd for the entire sequence.
Landmark Quality Evaluation with Supervised Keypoints: We first evaluate our unsupervised landmark quality on the BBC Pose annotated keypoints. As with prior works such as [9] and our target reproduction [18] , we fit a linear regressor to our learned landmark locations from our pose representation to supervised keypoint coordinates. Following [9] and [18] , we first roughly crop around the presenter in the train and test images using the provided annotations. Additional details included in the appendix. A comparison of our keypoint prediction accuracy is shown in Table 1 . Keypoint accuracy is reported where a correct prediction must be within six pixels of the target. While our work closely follows the method proposed in [18] for learning unsupervised landmarks as our pose representation, our specific implementation differs in our choice of loss functions, image decoder algorithm, and minor architectural details for our pose and appearance encoders Enc pose and Enc app . We implement two variants: with and without SPADE [23] and conduct 3 runs of each. For the without variant, we simply include the landmark heatmaps as input channels. We demonstrate that using the landmark heatmaps as semantic maps to modulate the normalization affine parameters improves overall landmark quality.
Video Prediction: We qualitatively evaluate our video prediction results on the BBC Pose dataset, conditioning on two held-out frames and generating the next 98. Qualitative results are shown in Fig.3 on frames from the train and val splits. Additional video sequences are included in the supplemental material. The first sequence features held out frames from the train set, while the second (green background) features the same signer from the first row but wearing held-out attire. From the first sequence, we see that our model is able to extrapolate complex long-range hand and head gestures from the sign interpreters. In the second sequence, the predicted poses smoothly transition from the input, but the rendered signer, while still realistic, does not match the appearance of the ground truth. This demonstrates that our pose extraction generalizes well across novel appearances, but the image generation part of the pipeline requires significantly more variety in the training data to accurately reproduce novel appearances. A possible line of future work would be to incorporate techniques from few and zero-shot appearance transfer to our generator pipeline. Qualitative results for long range video prediction. The first sequence features held out frames from the training set, while the second features a held out frames from the validation set (same person as first row, unseen attire). Our pose encoding generalizes well, but our generation pipeline struggles to render novel appearances, as seen in the second sequence where the signer's attire does not match that of the reference.
BAIR Action-Free Robot Pushing Dataset
We evaluate our video prediction quality and interpolation quality on the BAIR push dataset. This dataset features 64×64 video frames of a robot arm pushing a diverse set of objects around. While other models suffer some blurring in the objects, our foreground objects remain sharp.
Video Prediction: For inference in the video prediction task, we follow the procedure of [16] , initializing our LSTM with the first two frames on each test sequence and predicting the remaining 28. We compare against the SAVP [16] and SVG-LP [4] using both VGG and AlexNet variants of the LPIPS [43] perceptual metric. However, because we are not evaluating the benefits of stochasticity in this work, we generate only a single sample from both SAVP and SVG-LP. We also include the deterministic baseline from [16] as our primary comparison.
Our BAIR video prediction results are shown in Fig. 5 . Our LPIPS score (lower is better) starts higher than that of other methods, but become competitive after 15 frames. A likely explanation is because our method lacks skip connections from the input frame to the image decoder output, limiting our ability to perform pixel-copying behavior. Fig. 4 shows output frames for all output models on a universally low-scoring sequence. Other methods have slight object blurring whereas ours remain sharp. However, one can also see that the objects in the back differ visually from the reference. Further, our red object disappears at frame 24. These, again are likely due to our information bottleneck, meaning predicting accurate dynamics in the pose representation is crucial for us. These fidelity issues are reflected in our consistently lower SSIM scores.
Video Interpolation: We also experiment with long-range interpolation using our pose representation, interpolating between the first and last frame of test sequences. Qualitative results are shown in Fig. 6 . We compare with project page results from [14] and a re-implementation of SuperSlomo [10, 22] . While interpolation is not the primary goal of [14] , their latent-space interpolation is reasonably successful. However, as depicted in this example, their interpolated trajectory in image space is difficult to anticipate. Our pose-space interpolation results move predictably in a linear trajectory in image space while maintaining consistent image quality, closely aligning with the trajectory taken by the optical-flow-based SuperSlomo. Note that unlike our model and the VideoFlow model, the SuperSlomo model has never seen any training data from the BAIR push data, yet is able to reasonably translate the robot arm in the correct direction despite heavily degraded image Figure 6 : Latent-representation interpolation on the test set. Linearly interpolating with our hidden pose representation follows a predictable path, similar to that which is produced by flow-based models such as [10] . [14] is roughly able to interpolate, though it follows a less predictable path and may degrade in the middle. Frames for [14] do not strictly correspond to the labeled time steps.
quality and background distortion. We present a more detailed comparison against SuperSlomo in the appendix.
KTH Action Dataset
The KTH action dataset [30] consists of videos of people performing one of six actions (walking, running, jogging, boxing, handwaving, hand-clapping). The background in these videos are fairly uniform, and human motion is regular. However, this dataset presents challenges in walking, running and jogging videos where the person comes in and out of the field of view. Further the camera zooms in and out in some action videos, creating non-static backgrounds. Consistent with [16] , we initialize our LSTM with 10 input frames and return the predicted sequence of the next 30. KTH contains video sequences from 25 unique people with varying appearance, split by person ids.
Quantitative video prediction results are shown in Fig. 7 . Consistent with results on BAIR, our method appears to be competitive after roughly 15 frames of prediction. From left to right, the qualitative results shown in Fig. 8 depict one of our strong examples, a weak example for SAVP [16] and SAVP-Det, and one of the lowest scoring examples for our method. Compared to SAVP, both stochastic and deterministc, our model is better at maintaining structural integrity in these cases. In From left to right, our best sequence, one of the worst sequences (based on LPIPS scores) shared by both SAVP [16] and SAVP Det, and one of our worst performing sequences. Our proposed method may not reproduce the foreground and background aas accurately, but appears to maintain better structural integrity.
the last column, notice our model completely fails to reproduce the correct background. SAVP and SAVP-Det are able to faithfully reproduce the skyline, but their foreground object loses structure nearing the end. While DRNet [5] , like our work, focuses on disentangling pose and appearance information, they struggle more with maintaining structural integrity. On the other hand, they do a better job of preserving the skyline in the rightmost failure case than our method.
Related Work
Several deep learning methods have been proposed for future frame prediction and video frame interpolation. One common approach for both of these tasks is to model motion transformation via flow. Finn et al. [7] proposed an LSTM to model motion transformation over via kernel-based transformation directly on pixels. Other works extrapolate flow-based motion into the future frames [41, 39, 26, 38] or use it to interpolate it between frames [10, 17, 27] . Another line of research seeks to improve video prediction via different loss functions. Mathieu et al. [20] shows that training a future frame generator with adversarial loss can produce sharper images than L2-based losses. The use of stochastic models to learn the uncertainty in the motion to effectively reason over uncertain futures has also garnered recent attention. Among these, variational auto encoders (VAEs) [13] have been widely explored [1, 4, 16] . With the recent success of the Flow based models [6, 12] in image generation, [25, 14] propose to optimize the likelihood of training videos. In this work, we model the future pose prediction in a deterministic way, however, it can be extended to a stochastic model with VAEs or Flow based models for temporal prediction.
Several related works explore the video data manipulation and extrapolation in factored pose and appearance representations [40, 35, 5, 31] . DRNet [5] and Wichers et al. [40] , which share our general approach to factored representations, use temporal prediction to propagate pose into the future, and image reconstruction from new pose information while [5] uses a set of novel adversarial losses to separate appearance from pose. While these learned encodings exhibit properties of appearance and pose, the representation is high-dimensional and unconstrained with dynamics that can be difficult to learn and therefore prone to degradation over long-range predictions. Wichers et al. [40] learn an implicit, yet high dimensional, representation with coordinate-like properties [28] . [31] similarly uses unsupervised landmarks as a latent representation for video content manipulation, but uses an image-warping paradigm instead of directly rendering new frames from the compact latent representation.
Works under unsupervised discovery of image correspondences [33, 44, 32, 34, 11, 9, 18] form the backbone of this work. Most relevant here are [9] and [18] , which learn the latent landmark activation maps via an image factorization and reconstruction pipeline. Each image is factored into pose and appearance representations and a decoder is trained to reconstruct the image from these latent factors. The loss is designed such that accurate image reconstruction can only be achieved when the landmarks activate at consistent locations between an image its TPS-warped variant. Lorenz et al. [18] specifically improves upon the method proposed by [9] such that instead of representing the appearance information as a single vector for the entire image, there is a separate appearance encoding for each landmark in the pose representation. Our work in turn builds on [18] by demonstrating how to safely manipulate the 2D Gaussian-based pose representation in a learned temporal dynamics module, as well as improving their landmark quality by incorporating a decoder specialized for conditioning on semantic maps [23] .
Discussion and Conclusion
We present a fully unsupervised paradigm for long range video prediction and interpolation that is capable of preserving image structure over long time frames. We achieve this by factorizing image data into pose information and temporally invariant appearance information. Crucially, as the pose information will go through numerous perturbations throughout long-range video prediction, we use of collections of unsupervised 2D Gaussian landmarks as our pose state. We demonstrate that we can safely perturb each 2D Gaussian in Gaussian parameter space (µ, Σ) before projecting to 2D heatmaps to be fed into the image decoder, thereby guaranteeing that the image decoder will always see a collection of unimodal Gaussian heatmaps.
Limitations and Future Work: The pose and appearance factorization creates an information bottleneck within the pipeline, limiting our upper bound on pixel-wise fidelity. As previously noted, the foreground object's appearance often varies drastically from the reference sequence as our pipeline has difficulty rendering novel appearances. This is less noticable on datasets such as BAIR where the appearances vary little between training and test data, but is easily noticable on the BBC and KTH results (see supplemental material). Further, because the landmark learning process encourages assigning landmarks tend to favor moving foreground patterns, the background is largely unhandled by our model.
Our temporal prediction is stable for a little over 100 frames, after which it starts to degrade. The temporal model could predict a valid pose state that the LSTM simply has not seen before, leading unexpected behavior. Nevertheless, we believe that a landmark-based approach will open doors to longer, more realistic predictions, as it is possible to explicitly model the trajectories of landmarks in an explicit physics simulator -something which is nearly impossible using less interpretable representations.
A Implementation Details
The overall architecture consists of 3 sub-networks as in [18] : pose and appearance encoding networks and a generator network for image reconstruction. We use the U-net architectures [29] for the pose and appearance encoders. The pose encoder has 4 blocks of convolutional dowsampling modules. Each convolutional downsampling module has a convolution layer-Instance NormalizationReLU and a downsampling layer. At each block, the number of filters doubles, starting from 64. The upsampling portion of the pose encoder has 3 blocks of convolutional upsampling modules, and the number of channels is halved at every block starting from 512. The appearance encoder network has one convolutional downsampling module and one convolutional upsampling module. Bothe pose and appearance encoder networks feature skip layers.
The image decoder has 4 convolution-ReLU-upsample modules. We first downsample the appearance featuremap by a factor of 8 in each spatial dimension. Number of output channels of each convolution-ReLU-upsampling module in the image decoder are 256, 256, 128, 64, and 3 respectively. We apply spectral normalization [21] to each convolutional layer.
Our LSTM comprises 3 LSTM layers and a final linear layer. Each LSTM layer has 256 channels. For brevity, we specify our LSTM training setups in the format of n inputs m future. This means the LSTM is required to predict a supervised sequence of n + m − 1 frames, using ground truth input for the first n timesteps and its own previous timestep's output for the remaining m − 1.
We set our models to learn 40 latent landmarks for BBC, and 30 for BAIR and KTH.
BBC: Prior to training our model, we first roughly crop around each signer and resize to 128×128. For video prediction training, we use a 10 input 10 future setup.
BAIR: Our video prediction LSTM is trained with a 10 input 0 future setup (never conditions on its own output during training).
KTH: Our video prediction LSTM is trained with a 10 input 10 future setup.
VGG Perceptual Loss: Our VGG Perceptual loss uses the pre-trained VGG19 model provided by the PyTorch library. We apply the MSE loss on outputs of layers relu1_2, relu2_2, relu3_2, and relu4_2, weighted by ) where x is a real image. We use a 3 layer discriminator. Each layer has a convolutional layer of 64, 128, and 256 channels respecively, an instance normalization layer, and a leaky relu.
Optimization Parameters: We train the image decoder with Adam optimizer, learning rate of 1e −4 . We use weight decay of 5e −6 . Each image decoder is trained on 8 GPUs with batch size of 16 images per GPU.
B BBC Pose Key Point Evaluation
Linear Regression test Implementation Details: We find the center of the tightest bounding box surrounding the annotated keypoints and dilate it by 150 pixels in each direction before resizing to 128×128 to feed into our network. Next, we translate the coordinate spaces for both our predicted landmark locations and the target ground truth keypoints such that the origin is always centered within the crop, then fit a linear regressor without intercept to learn the mapping. 
C BBC Pose Video Prediction Results
Here we show additional qualitative results on the BBC dataset. These are easier predictions because the initialization frames are held-out frames from the training set. This means that the model does not see these exact frames during training, but has access to visually similar frames from the same sequence. 
D Failure cases: BBC Pose Video Prediction Results with Novel Appearances
This section features a more difficult task of predicting video sequences for novel appearances on the validation set. This means that the signer has been seen by the model in the training data, but the attire is novel. Unfortunately the rendering pipeline is not sufficiently generalized for this task, having only trained on the appearances of 5 signer-attire pairings. As such, the predicted foreground varies drastically from the reference -more closely resembling a signer-attire pairing from the training set. We are interested in addressing this limitation in future work. GT Ours SuperSlomo Figure 13 : Left: Long-range interpolation SSIM on BAIR. We interpolate our hidden pose representations between the first and last frame, and evaluate the SSIM of the decoded intermediate frames. We compare against an off-the-shelf SuperSlomo implementation. Right: Each row compares the the lowest SSIM frames of either our model (top) or SuperSlomo (bottom). Notice how even when SSIM is low, our image is still visually plausible. Our loss in SSIM is largely due to poor pixel fidelity due to our lack of a skip-layer-like mechanisem from the input frames. SuperSlomo has high pixel fidelity, as it operates directly on the input pixels and can achieve near-perfect background when motion is minimal. However, its failure cases involve casastrophic warping of the image (see background distortion in bottom row example).
In Fig. 13 , we report SSIM results over the BAIR test set in interpolation task. Our method achieves comparable accuracy with SuperSlomo while being slightly worse in the first and last few frames. One main difference between these two methods is that SuperSlomo is able to copy over the last frame, and perfectly translate the stationary pixels whereas our pose and appearance factorization creates an information bottleneck and hardens the perfect image reconstruction. The SSIM metric is more sensitive to the differences in reconsruction errors than human perception. As such, in Fig. 13 , we share the frames that has the worst SSIM score for our method in the top and SuperSlomo in the second row. While the generated frame by our method with the lowest SSIM score is still visually plausible, the one from SuperSlomo has blurred background and removed objects. We show more frames from this sequence for these two videos in Fig. 14 Figure 14 : Latent-representation interpolation on the test set. The top video is from the test sequences with the worst SSIM from SuperSlomo [10] . The bottom video sequence is the one with the worst SSIM from our model. t=2  t=4  t=8  t=12  t=16  t=20  t=24  t=28  t=30 GT Ours SVGLP SAVP Det SAVP Figure 15 : Qualitative results on the BAIR dataset (universally low-scoring sequence). All models had at least one time step for which their worst frame is from this sequence. Our method's failure mode differs from that of other methods. Other methods blur the moving object or previously occluded regions in the image. Our method consistently generates sharp images, but the visible objects are often subtly different from those in the ground truth frames. Qualitative results from one of our worst performing KTH sequence. Interestingly, all the methods fail in this sequence. Our method performs badly because it does not able to reconstruct the novel background and person's appearance, even though it is able to generate poses. On the other hand, SAVP's deterministic baseline and SAVP stochastic models are able to reconstruct the images for few frames thanks to the skip connections between the time frames but the pose and appearance blur roughly after 15 frames. DRNet does a slightly better job at preserving the background than our method, though their foreground loses structural integrity very quickly as well.
F BAIR Dataset -Additional Video Prediction Results

